
One of the world’s oldest churches is crumbling
deep in Iraq’s desert, another victim of years of
conflict, government negligence and climate

change in a country with a rich heritage. After Pope
Francis made a historic visit to Iraq in March, many
Iraqis hoped that busloads of tourists would flock to Al
Aqiser church southwest of the capital Baghdad. But in
a country that has been battered by consecutive con-
flicts and economic crises, the church-like Iraq’s
numerous Christian, Islamic and Mesopotamian relics-
has been left to weather away. 

All that remains of Al Aqiser, which has stood in Ain
Tamr for more than 1,500 years, are crumbling brick
and red earthen walls.  Archaeologist Zahd Muhammad
blamed this on “climate conditions, the fact that under
Saddam Hussein the area was transformed into a mili-
tary firing range and the lack of regular conservation”.
Ain Tamr mayor Raed Fadhel said upkeep is a question
of budget. “Such maintenance requires an enormous
amount of money, but we only get meagre funds” from
the federal government, he said.

Some 60 kilometers (38 miles) further east, Shiite
shrines in Karbala attract millions of pilgrims each
year.  But these potential visitors fail to stop by Iraq’s
numerous ancient churches, its Mesopotamian cities

and the fabled “ziggurat” pyramid-like structures of
Babylon, a UNESCO World Heritage site, residents
and officials say.

Missed opportunities 
Abdullah Al-Jlihawi, who lives in Diwaniya province

bordering Karbala, told AFP he believes that “foreign-
ers care more about our heritage than we do”. “Until
the 1980s, an American university led excavations here,
there were plenty of job opportunities,” he said.  “Our
parents and grandparents worked on those sites, but
all that stopped in the 1990s” with the international
embargo against Saddam’s regime.

Diwaniya’s governor, Zuhair Al-Shaalan, boasts of
the province’s more than 2,000 historic sites and sees
in each a potential economic windfall. But almost 20
years since the 2003 US-led invasion that toppled
Saddam’s dictatorship, promising democracy and
prosperity, Iraqis are still waiting to for an economic
upturn. Diwaniya is home to Nippur, the ancient
Sumerian city and jewel of Iraq’s glorious
Mesopotamian past with its temples, libraries and
palaces.

Seven thousand years ago Nippur, now in southern
Iraq, was one of the main religious centers of the

Akkadians and later the Babylonians. Much of that site
was looted after Saddam’s fall from power by armed
bandits and many others destroyed by jihadists who
seized swathes of Iraq in 2014 until their defeat three
years later. “Investing in these sites would create jobs
in our province, which is poor and has few investment
opportunities,” Shaalan said. 

But there is another problem beyond renovation
and preservation, Jlihawi said. If they came, “where
would the tourists go?” he asked. “There’s nothing for
them-the roads haven’t been paved since the 1980s,
the electricity poles are from the 1970s,” in a country
with chronic shortages of electricity and water.
Energy-rich Iraq suffered due to a decline in world oil
prices and has been struggling with rising prices, high
unemployment and poverty, which doubled last year to
40 percent amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

Returned to dust 
Historical sites in the central province of Kirkuk are

also in a sad state of disrepair and “neither authorities
nor private organizations are doing anything for her-
itage”, said resident Muhammad Taha. He pointed to
the 3,000-year-old citadel and the “qishla”, an
Ottoman-era garrison, where chunks of mosaics have

crumbled while sections of wall threaten to crash
down. Like Nippur, the citadel’s deterioration could
mean it might not be promoted from UNESCO’s
Tentative List of heritage sites to the coveted World
Heritage List. 

Local authorities said frequent heavy rains that bat-
ter the mountainous region are to blame. Iraq is one of
the countries most vulnerable to climate change,
according to the United Nations. Galloping desertifi-
cation in a country where desert already covers 50
percent of the territory is threatening human and ani-
mal life, and has sounded death knells for
Mesopotamian sites as well as recent constructions.
Abdullah Al-Jlihawi from Diwaniya recalled that
between the 1960s and the 1980s archeological ruins
“were protected by the green belt”.

But trees that had blocked the wind were burned,
blasted apart by shelling during successive Iraqi wars
or felled to make way for new towns. Scorching sum-
mer temperates above 50 degrees (122 Fahrenheit),
dust storms and heavy winter rains have also dealt
blows to Iraqi heritage. And many fear that sites built
with bricks made thousands of years ago by
Mesopotamian laborers will one day soon turn back
into dust. —AFP
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Pictures show views of the Al-Aqiser archeological site in Ain Tamr near Karbala in Iraq, which includes what has been described as one of the oldest eastern Christian churches. —AFP photos

Iraq’s heritage battered by 

desert sun, rain and state apathy

Black artists are represented like never before
at New York’s spring sales next week after
years of being overlooked and underappreci-

ated, with several expected to set new records for
their works. American-born Jean-Michel Basquiat,
of Haitian and Puerto Rican descent, becomes the
first Black painter to headline both Christie’s and
Sotheby’s main auctions, on Tuesday and
Wednesday respectively.

The 1983 “In This Case,” part of his trilogy of
“skull” paintings, and his 1982 work “Versus
Medici” are expected to fetch around $50 million
each during the virtual auctions. The late Robert
Colescott, renowned for expressionist paintings that
dealt with Black identity and history, is expected to
increase his record tenfold, with his 1975 “George
Washington Carver Crossing the Delaware: Page
from an American History Textbook” estimated at

up to $12 million.
Works by Norman Lewis, Mark Bradford and

Kerry James Marshall are all expected to top $1
million. David Galperin, head of evening sales for
contemporary art at Sotheby’s in New York, said a
“historical reevaluation” and growing visibility in
galleries and museums is boosting the popularity of
marginalized artists. “There’s a sense of increased
market appreciation and demand that correlates

with prices that we are seeing at auction,” he told
AFP. For Sanford Biggers, a Black sculptor whose
25-foot-tall bronze “Oracle” statue has just been
installed at the Rockefeller Center, the development
is a long overdue “correction.”

“For a long time the work was overlooked but the
work has been actually fantastic for decades,” he
said. The massive Black Lives Matter protests that
swept the United States and the world last year fol-

lowing the police murder of George Floyd have
contributed to a reassessment that was already
underway, experts and artists say. Sherman
Edmiston, president of New York’s Essie Green
Gallery, which has been promoting Black artists
since 1979, says the breakthrough has happened in
recent years, in part thanks to the emergence of
prominent Black collectors.

Jay-Z, Kanye 
Rapper and producer Swizz Beatz is considered a

pioneer, while Sean Combs, Jay-Z, Pharrell Williams
and Kanye West are also recognized as major col-
lectors. “It’s all about culture. Hip Hop was a cultural
phenomenon and they were early adopters and
tastemakers,” he told AFP. Another contributing fac-
tor was the shift in the 1990s from art being a col-
lectors’ market to an investors’ market.

As the supply of works by traditional artists,
almost all white, dried up, investors turned to minor-
ity artists at attractive prices to boost their portfo-
lios. “That’s when Black art began to really take off,”
said Edmiston. Artists such as Basquiat, Marshall
and Jacob Lawrence have, in their own way, opened
a window into an element of American life that was
missing from mainstream art-the experience of
being Black in the United States.

“A lot of the art that we’re seeing today could
not have happened without a group of artists that
kind of broke through and sort of changed the dia-
logue around art,” said Ana Maria Celis, head of
21st century evening sales at Christie’s. She consid-
ers 32-year-old Jordan Casteel as among the heirs
of this movement, which is “challenging existing
notions of what art should say or how it should be
made.” “The art that is being made today by these
artists are reflective of the times. They want to push
forward conversations that might have been uncom-
fortable,” said Celis.

The push to buy works by Black artists, resulting
in a steady stream of records over the past three
years, has seen prices go way above their initial
estimates, a rare phenomenon at top auctions.
“There’s a tendency along the lines of, ‘If it’s Black
it’s great,’” said Edmiston, adding that he favors a
distinction between artists and the quality of their
work. He even thinks the market might be overheat-
ing. “At the same time I realize I could be way off,
and most likely, I am,” he said, smiling. —AFP

Michael Jordan 
college jersey fetches 
$1.38m at auction

AMichael Jordan game-worn jersey
from his 1982-83 season at the
University of North Carolina has sold

for $1.38 million dollars at auction, Heritage
Auctions said Saturday. “We’re extremely
proud to have shattered records for a Jordan
game-worn jersey,” Chris Ivy, Heritage’s
director of sports auctions, said in a state-
ment. Adding to the value of the blue and
white No. 23 Tar Heels jersey is the fact that
it’s the kit Jordan was wearing on the cover of
the March 1983 Sporting News, which
declared Jordan the NCAA player of the year.

The season was Jordan’s second at UNC,
and the season after a freshman Jordan
helped take the Tar Heels to the 1982 national
championship over a Georgetown team that
featured Patrick Ewing. The same jersey had
brought $63,500 when it was auctioned in
1999, and Heritage had expected it to go four
about $1 million in its Spring Sports Catalog
Auction. The previous high for a Jordan jer-
sey was set in October when a Chicago uni-
form worn by the NBA icon-who won six
championships with the Bulls-sold for
$480,000. That jersey and shorts kit was
from the 1986-87 NBA season when Jordan
was the league’s leading scorer but the Bulls
were swept by the Boston Celtics in the first
round of the playoffs. —AFP

Michael Jordan

Long-overlooked Black artists
dominate New York spring sales

‘George Washington Carver Crossing the Delaware: Page from an American History Textbook’ by Robert
Colescott is on display during Sotheby’s NY press preview of the upcoming Contemporary Art Evening
Auction. —AFP


